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NEXT MEETING:
Tuesday, April 12, 2016

LOCATION:
Lake Waco Wetlands

PROGRAM:
Fly Tying and Tall Tales - About 6:00 p.m.
Matt Bennett - About 7:00 p.m.
APRIL PROGRAM - FLY TYING WITH MATT BENNETT
This month's program will be a bit different - but in a very good way! We have the good fortune
of getting to watch a really great fly tier in action, Matt Bennett of Fly Geek custom flies and the
current president of the Austin Fly Fishers.
If you have visited Living Water's fly shop in Round Rock over the past few years, you've
probably already met Matt, as he used to work there. He's even been to several of our meetings /
outings here. Recently. Matt had one of his original fly patterns picked up by Umpqua, one of the
major fly companies. It's called the Lunch Money......but you may also know it as the Llano
Critter. Matt designed the fly to be a great smaller baitfish pattern for our Hill Country streams,
and it is. As its original name implies, it works great on the Llano. But Umpqua asked Matt for a
more "marketable" name for the fly (what's wrong with Llano Critter Umpqua?), hence it was
renamed the Lunch Money. This is one of four fly patterns Matt will be tying for us at the
meeting.
Matt recently left Living Waters to start his own business, Fly Geek, commercially tying flies.
His website is www.flygeek.net, and he has a blog you can access from that site as well. I
encourage you to check his Facebook site and the blog out to see some of his work. If you need
some custom patterns for a trip to wherever, tell Matt what you want and he can tie it, from tiny
dries and nymphs to big gnarly articulated streamers.... and he does them all very well.

Matt ties a "few" flies. Here's an order of Lunch Moneys, Carp-It Bombs,
and Craft Fur Baitfish ready to be shipped.

This guy can spin up some bugs. I feel like a rookie, the few times I have been fortunate enough
to tie flies with him. Also, he was awarded the 2015 IFFF Charles E. Brooks Memorial Award.
(Those Austin / Round Rock guys are always winning something!) He was also a signature tier
recently at the Streamer Love Fest put on by Dally's Fly Shop on the White River in Arkansas.
So you are probably wondering.....how are we all going to crowd around and watch Matt tie
flies? We're not! We will have a live video feed from a camera over Matt's tying vise hooked to
the projector, so you can sit back in your usual spots and watch the flies appear like magic on the
big screen.
So what will Matt be tying? He'll tie four of his patterns during the meeting, the aforementioned
Lunch Money, the Craft Fur Baitfish, the Carp-It Bomb, and Matt's version of a foam block head
popper. The Lunch Money, is, well....."money" on the rivers here in Texas for bass, but it'll catch
all sorts, including rainbows on the Guadalupe. The Craft Fur baitfish is a great baitfish pattern
that can tied in a multitude of colors to represent whatever bait you are trying to match, two of
Matt's popular versions are shad and bluegill. The Carp-It Bomb, as its name implies, is a great
carp pattern but this fly is a "must have" for our rivers for many different species, bass and
sunfish especially. And who doesn't love poppers? Matt's block head popper is a sure bet in the
warmer months for big bass...........I know it would work on the Brazos.
So whether you tie your own flies or not, or maybe have been curious about how all that stuff
gets put on a hook to make something that fish want to smack, come out to the meeting and
support a really good friend of our club and watch and learn from a pro. I'm sure we'll all learn
some tips and tricks to make our tying better, hear some of Matt's quick humor, and watch how
four very productive patterns for our local waters are tied. Oh, and Matt' said he'd donate the flies
he ties for the meeting raffle, what more incentive do you need?

The four patterns Matt will tie

MAY PROGRAM - LATHAM SPRINGS OUTING
Let's go fishing. May is one of the best times of year to fish at Latham Springs. There is nothing
wrong with sitting at the Wetlands talking about fishing and watching a great presenter like Matt
Bennett, but casting a fly to the big Perch at Latham Springs is fishing. May is your chance.
Details in the May newsletter.
MARCH PROGRAM - FLY FISHING THE CENTRAL TEXAS WHITE BASS RUN PAT VANEK
Pat started his program with some general information on White Bass. Lake Waco was first
stocked with White Bass in 1938. They have about a five year life expectancy. The Texas
record White is five pounds nine ounces and was 20.75 inches long.
White Bass begin to run when water begins to flow into Lake Waco at about 55 CFS or higher.
About two days after a rise the fish will have moved up in numbers. The smaller male fish run
first and further. In fact, some male fish go so far upstream that they never see a female.
Our run usually peaks in mid-March, but can be as late as April if our spring rains are late. A
good indicator for the run is the blooming of red buds.
It is often best to use a sink tip line when fishing for Whites. You will catch more fish by fishing
deeper. Pat likes to use a light fly and rely on the sinking line to get the fly down to the fish.
The best way to do this is with a relatively short leader. Pat likes to use about 18 inches of the

heavier material and then tie about 12 inches of the lighter material. This way the fly is close
enough to the sinking line to get deep and stay deep. If the fly gets snagged and has to be broken
off the lighter line should be where the break occurs. Sometimes you can just retie to what's left
of the light line. Even if you have to replace the lighter line it will be quicker and you will not
use up as much line.
Pat went through a number of slides showing us how to read the water for White Bass. Sorry,
you had to be there to learn from this part of the presentation. A great presentation. Thanks Pat.
WACO FLY FISHING 102
Conditions were less than ideal, but eight students and five instructor/coaches braved the cool
morning and heavy breeze for our third Waco Fly Fishing 102 Class. Even a few Bass and a few
more Perch overcame their cold front induced lethargy to become the first fly caught fish for
several of the students. Even so, the fishing was tough and a few students had to be satisfied
with strikes, but no hook-ups. As they say, maybe next time.

Pat Vanek showing and telling

As a club we have refined this class to about thirty minutes of show and tell followed by a couple
of hours of hands on learning. Our club members team up with one or two of the students and
help them learn casting with a fly rod in their hands and an opportunity to catch fish. It is
surprising how quickly everybody picks up enough of the basics to get a fly out where the fish
are. It sure beats standing around casting to grass burrs.

SOME HAVE "LAID ASIDE BUSINESS AND GONE A'FISHING"
GUADALUPE RIVER
The trip was not without risk. I took an opportunity to fish the Guadalupe River for a few days
without adult supervision, that is without Living Waters Guide Chris Johnson watching over me.
And, I still caught a bunch of Trout.
Camp was at Lazy L&L on a bluff above the river. The water runs fast here and provides a
pleasant background murmur for camp. It also happens to be one of my favorite parts of the
river to fish.

The Guadalupe below camp.

The first morning I started in some deeper water a bit downstream, caught three or four and
missed a few during the course of about two hours. I then missed two in the faster water in the
picture. You have to be ready in this water and I wasn't until number three. I did hook and land
that one. It was now mid-morning. I moved downstream to a spot near the old Bean's Camp and
added a few more.
That afternoon I tried a run near Action Angler. The word was that there was a 5:00 pm hatch of
mayflies and I was hoping for some dry fly action. A little before 5:00 Chris drifted through
with some happy clients. The lady client dubbed the anticipated hatch the "Happy Hour Hatch."
Unfortunately the hatch did not happen, but a few Trout still remembered it was happy hour and
came up to an Adam's. It's always a good day when you lose count.
I had a good camp. The weather was ideal, just cool enough for a fire. I was reading one of the
Blanco County mysteries featuring Game Warden, John Marlin, which was appropriate since I

was a short drive from Blanco. I didn't really mind that a raccoon ran off with my loaf of bread.
That happened on the last night and I had already had my turkey sandwich.
Back to fishing. On day two I started and ended the day at GRTU Lease Number 5 with an
unproductive hour or so at DeLoach and a productively good lunch in between. Number 5 was
good to me, I lost count again.
On the last morning of the trip I had planned to break camp and return to Bean's Camp to explore
some, but changed plans when I realized that my camping gear was wet with condensation.
Instead, I decided to fish at L&L while everything dried. I netted another half dozen or so
including the last fish of the trip from the fast water.

Last Rainbow of the trip from one of my favorite spots

I drove home the back way so I could have lunch at John Marlin's favorite BBQ restaurant in
Blanco, Ronnie's. Good BBQ with a sauerkraut side.
Bob Hanley
NORTH BOSQUE
Before the early March rains I got to fish the North Bosque River near Delmar Ranch Road
thanks to the generosity of a friend. Thanks to the "wisdom" of our county commissioners there
is no longer public access anywhere near this stretch of the river. My friend had reported White
Bass and big Hybrids so I gave it a try on a Sunday afternoon. It was the first Sunday of the
month.
After about two hours of fishing, nothing. I was about to give up and wade back to my friend's
property when something flashed at my Clouser. At first I thought it was a White Bass, but on
two subsequent retrieves it seemed clear that Perch were the attackers. I then tried an upstream

pool with no action and decided to tie on a Perch fly, a small Cypert minnow, as a dropper off
the Clouser. I was using the reel I received in our Christmas gift exchange for the first time and
wanted to catch something on it. You know, break my new reel in properly.
I went back to what I had started thinking of as the Perch pool and after a few casts managed a
solid hookup. The fish pulled really hard and I began wondering what it was. Perch pull hard,
but not as hard or for as long as the fish I had on. Foul hooked? A drum? I got a glimpse when
the fish came up for a second and discovered I had hooked a White Bass. When I landed that
fish I saw that it had taken the little Cypert Minnow. By then the day was fading and I had
wisely left my flashlight home so it was time to get back downstream. I fished my way down
fairly quickly and caught four more Whites, all on the small fly.

First White Bass of the season and the first on my Christmas reel.
This was a unique experience for me. My previous belief was that you can use any fly for White Bass as
long as it's a Clouser. You might try something different if you have worked over a pool pretty well and
want to show them something different, but never did I expect to catch fish on a small fly from water that
had produced nothing on a Clouser. As they say, "Fish and learn."
ADDENDUM
Pat Vanek's excellent March program on fly fishing for White Bass got me to thinking and put this
experience in context. What I was doing on that North Bosque wade can best be described as
prospecting for fish. I hadn't fished this stretch of the river in years. I did not know if the Whites had run
this far yet and, if so, where they were. In his program, Pat mentioned fishing for Whites with two flies.
I have done this in the past. In fact, I mentioned during the meeting that, if you use a two fly rig and hook
a White Bass, wait a moment or two before landing that fish. Often that first fish thrashing around will
excite another fish to take the other fly.
There is a drawback to a two fly rig. The laws of physics mandate that two flies are way more than twice
as likely to tangle into some kind of mess than using just one fly. However, if you are prospecting, using

two flies just might increase you odds of locating fish. On my prospecting wade up the North Bosque the
White Bass seemed to be looking for something smaller than my usual Clouser. I wonder how many
more fish I would have caught if I had started with a two fly rig using different patterns/sizes.
Bob Hanley

FOR SALE:
Alan Cross is willing to part with this framed and matted Dave Whitlock Brown Trout print for
$200.00. Of course you will have to pass a background check to confirm that you are worthy of
a Whitlock print. You can contact Alan at 744-2498.
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